Graham Family Tree Planting and
Carbon Sequestering Project
In partnership with the Grey
Sauble Conservation Authority
Spring 2021

In early 2020, Jeff Graham approached the GSCA with a
funding proposal to plant 1,000 trees for each member of the
family including his late wife Kelly and children Heather, Neil,
Kyle and Alex.
In total, the initiative would plant 6,000 trees to offset the
family’s CO2 emissions. Trees would be planted on public
GSCA properties. The total cost (± $9,500) would be paid for
by the Graham Family.
Over time, the new forest would also provide wildlife habitat
and additional forestry opportunities for the CA.
However, due to COVID-19, the GSCA recommended the
carbon offset initiative be delayed until 2021.
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The average Canadian is responsible for 20,000 kg of CO2
emissions per year (equal to 20 metric tonnes per year per
person).
This per capita rate of CO2 emissions is among the highest
in the world.
In comparison, third world countries with lower standards of
living, have much lower per capita rates of emissions (1or 2
tonnes per person per year).
As such, wealthy countries have a moral duty to reduce
carbon emissions – as well as funding direct air capture
(DAC) of CO2 from the atmosphere.
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Is it widely accepted that trees sequester CO2
from the atmosphere as part of photosynthesis.
It is also generally agreed that young trees absorb
more carbon per year than a fully grown tree. This
is reasonable, as wood is largely composed of
carbon captured from the atmosphere during tree
growth.
While an estimate only, it would appear that young,
growing trees absorb about 20 kg of CO2 per year.
As such, 1,000 trees would absorb 20 tonnes of
CO2 per year, or equal to the average per capita
rate of CO2 emissions for Canadians.
Note that the Federal government plans to plant 2
billion trees to help offset climate change.
However, this is equal to only 50 trees per person
based on an approximate population of 40,000,000
Canadians.
Assuming that trees take 20 years to grow to full
size (and likely longer), 1,000 trees would remove
400 tonnes of CO2 over twenty years.
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For the Graham tree planting initiative, GSCA has
prepared tree planting plans for two properties. Total
trees planted would be 6,300 to allow for some tree
losses.
At both sites, all trees planted would be native
species and be hand planted. Tree species and
planting plans have been based on soil and water
conditions at each site.
The first site is the GSCA property on the west side
of Highway 6 approximately 2 km south of Mar. This
site would be planted with approximately 4,300 trees
over 14 acres.
The second site would the Griersville site. The site
would be planted with approximately 2,000 trees
over 3.3 acres.
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Benefits of the program include:

•
•

cost effective CO2 removal

•
•

new wildlife habitat

long term forestry revenue from selective tree
harvest

buying trees from local nurseries and
employing local tree planters supports our
local economy.
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Value for Money
Is planting trees a cost-effective way to achieve
direct air capture (DAC) of CO2?
With the Graham tree planting proposal, the cost
per 1,000 trees is approximately $1,500 per
person.
Over 20 years, this investment is estimated to
remove 400 tonnes of CO2 per person.
Therefore, the estimated cost is only $3.75 per
tonne of CO2 (say $4 per tonne).
This also equates to approximately $80 per year
per person – or less than $7 per month. This cost
is affordable to many Canadians.
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Value for Money.....cont’d
In comparison, there is now serious interest to
construct massive industrial plants for DAC.
However, the estimated cost for large DAC plants is
$50 to $600 per tonne of CO2 removed.
Active tree growth to remove CO2 at $4/tonne
appears to be significantly cheaper.
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The Graham Family looks forward to this novel
partnership with the GSCA!
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This report was written by Jeff Graham and presented to Grey Sauble
Conservation Authority's Board of Directors on March 24th, 2021

